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Abstract: In a battery management system (BMS), battery equalizer is used to achieve voltage
consistency between series connected battery cells. Recently, serious inconsistency has been founded
to exist in retired batteries, and traditional equalizers are slow or inefficient to handle the situation.
The multicell-to-multicell (MC2MC) topology, which can directly transfer energy from consecutive
strong cells to consecutive weak cells, is promising to solve the problem, but its performance is
limited by the existing converter. Therefore, this paper proposes an enhanced MC2MC equalizer
based on a novel bipolar-resonant LC converter (BRLCC), which supports flexible and efficient
operation modes with stable balancing power, can greatly improve the balancing speed without
much sacrificing the efficiency. Mathematical analysis and comparison with typical equalizers are
provided to illustrate its high balancing speed and good efficiency. An experimental prototype for 8
cells is built, and the balancing powers under different operation modes are from 1.426 W to 12.559
W with balancing efficiencies from 84.84% to 91.68%.

Keywords: battery management system (BMS); battery equalizers; retired batteries; multicell-to-
multicell (MC2MC) balancing; resonant converter

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are the first-choice candidate as power source for electric vehicles
(EVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and many other energy storage systems (ESSs) due
to their high specific energy, high energy density, and low self-discharge rate [1–3]. To
meet the high voltage requirement of these applications, lithium-ion batteries have to be
connected in series [4–6], which means the currents flowing through each cell become
strictly equal. However, available capacities (which are the integrals of the current) among
cells tend to be various because of manufacturing tolerances, temperature difference across
the pack, and differences in self-discharge rate [7,8]. This variety of capacity will lead to
some cells’ overcharge during charging process or lead to some cells’ over-discharge during
discharging process [9]. To avoid the destructive overcharge or over-discharge of lithium-
ion batteries [10], the pack normally has to end the charging/discharging process before it
is fully charged/discharged, which means its capacity cannot be fully utilized [11,12]. This
phenomenon can even get more serious after many charging and discharging cycles [13,14],
and therefore cannot be permanently guaranteed by an initial selection of equal battery
cells [15].

The battery management system (BMS), which is responsible for ensuring the batteries’
safety, reliability, performance and service life [16], should deal with this imbalance problem
using equalization techniques. The equalization techniques can be mainly divided into
passive methods and active methods [4,17]. Passive methods usually transfer the energy
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from the strong cells with high voltages to heat by shunting resistors, which are easy and
cheap to implement, can prevent the overcharge of cells but may cause extra thermal
problem [18]. Active methods transfer the energy from the strong cells to the weak cells
by using energy storage elements, so the imbalanced energy will not be wasted and the
capacity of the pack can be improved [15,19].

Recently, the equalization techniques are facing new challenges because great numbers
of lithium-ion batteries are going to be retired from electric vehicles [20,21]. These retied
batteries, though cannot meet the strict mileage requirement of EVs, are sufficient for safe
reuse in applications such as ESSs for wind or solar power [22] and can bring great economic
and environmental benefits. However, the imbalance between the retired batteries is more
serious than that of the new batteries [20]. Moreover, it is founded that neighboring
consecutive cells tend to be in need of charge or discharge simultaneously [23]. A plausible
reason is that the ambient temperature of neighboring cells is similar, making them have a
similar capacity degradation [17].

In this case, existing equalizers will suffer from slow balancing speed or low balancing
efficiency. Figure 1 shows an example when several consecutive high-voltage battery
B1, B2, and B3 are in need of discharge and are set as the equalization’s source group,
and a low-voltage battery Bn is in need of charge and is set as the equalization’s target
group. Adjacent-cell-to-cell (AC2C) equalizers [24–26] can realize balance between two
adjacent cells, but the energy must be transferred through multiple cells between the source
group and target group. So the energy of B1 have to be delivered through E1–En−1 before
eventually sent to Bn (see Figure 1a), leading to a slow balancing speed and low efficiency.
Direct cell-to-cell (DC2C) equalizers [18,27–30] can realize direct equalization between any
two cells, and they used to be considered as the quickest and most efficient topology [31].
However, the source and target of equalization can only be single cell, which means the
rest cells have to wait. So, when B1 is delivering energy through E1 to Bn, the B2 and
B3 have to queue (see Figure 1b), leading to a slow balancing speed. Cell-to-pack (C2P)
equalizers [32–35] deliver the energy of a single cell to the whole pack and can realize
fast equalization when only a few cells are strong. However, this will be very inefficient
and slow when only a single cell is weak. In this case B1, B2, and B3 not only have to
queue, but also cannot directly transfer their energy to Bn (see Figure 1c). Pack-to-cell
(P2C) equalizers [36–38] deliver the energy of the whole pack to a single cell, so B1, B2,
and B3 can indirectly transfer their energy to Bn (see Figure 1d). However, in an opposite
case when Bn has high voltage and B1, B2, and B3 have low voltage, the equalization will
be very slow and inefficient just like the C2P equalizers. Besides, AC2C, C2P and P2C
equalizers will suffer from extra energy loss due to the unexpected charge of strong cells,
unexpected discharge of weak cells, and repeated charge/discharge of irrelevant cells such
as the Bn−1 [23].

Figure 1. Balancing paths of different equalizers under the assumption that B1, B2 and B3 are equally strong, Bn is weak,
and other cells are balanced. (a) AC2C. (b) DC2C. (c) C2P. (d) P2C. (e) MC2MC.

Therefore, a multicell-to-multicell (MC2MC) topology has been discovered in [23],
which can directly transfer the energy from the consecutive high-voltage cells to target
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group Bn (see Figure 1e). So, the B1, B2 and B3 do not have to queue, and the energy
is directly transferred to Bn, leading to a great improvement in balancing speed and the
elimination of unexpected energy loss.

Furthermore, the performance of MC2MC topology will highly depend on the specific
converter that used to construct the equalizer. First, after removing the unexpected energy
loss caused by the topology, the conversion power and efficiency of the converter itself are
important to maximize the capacity of the battery pack and to reduce the generation of heat.
Second, the converter should be able to realize both step-up conversion and step-down
conversion to provide flexible operation modes that cover as many situations as possible.
For example, if only B1 has higher voltage, and Bn−1 and Bn have lower voltages, the
equalizer has to transfer energy from the source group with a voltage of VBS = VB1 to
the target group with voltage VBT = VB(n−1) + VBn, which means a step-up conversion is
needed. We define this operation mode as one-cell-to-two-cell mode (1–2 mode) as shown
in Figure 2b. Figure 2 also presents some potential operation modes including one-cell-to-
one-cell mode (1–1 mode), one-cell-to-two-cell mode (1–2 mode), two-cell-to-one-cell mode
(2–1 mode), two-cell-to-two-cell mode (2–2 mode), three-cell-to-one-cell mode (3–1 mode),
and three-cell-to-two-cell mode (3–2 mode).

Figure 2. Possible operation modes of a MC2MC equalizer. (a) 1–1 mode. (b) 1–2 mode. (c) 2–1 mode. (d) 2–2 mode. (e) 3–1
mode. (f) 3–2 mode.

However, the half-bridge LC converter (HBLCC) in [23] may suffer from low con-
version power/efficiency in some cases and cannot realize step-up conversion. To better
illustrate the reason, we can start from a MC2MC equalizer based on a simple switched-
capacitor converter (SCC) shown in Figure 3. First, assume that VB4 = VB3 = VB2 > VB1.
In each switching period, the capacitor firstly collects energy from B4, B3 and B2 through
S4a and S1b (see Figure 3a). Then, the capacitor releases its energy to B1 through S1a and
S0b (see Figure 3b). So, the energy is transferred from B4 + B3 + B2 to B1, realizing 3–1
mode equalization. However, if the situation is VB4 = VB3 = VB2 < VB1 and VB4 + VB3 +
VB2 > VB1, the same operation will sill transfer the energy from B4 + B3 + B2 to B1, which
obviously violates the spirit of equalization. Moreover, its balancing efficiency is as low as
about 33% because the conversion efficiency of SCC is strictly equal to the ratio of output
voltage to input voltage [39,40], and its balancing power will decrease dramatically when
the voltage gap is low. The HBLCC equalizer proposed adds an inductor (see Figure 4a)
to realize zero-current switching (ZCS), which helps to reduce the switching loss and the
electromagnetic interference (EMI), has a very similar operation principle and performance
with the SCC based equalizer. In other words, it is still incapable of maintaining good
balancing efficiency and stable power over a wide voltage gain range as well as realizing
step-up conversion to cover more situations.
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Figure 3. Switching states of a MC2MC equalizer based on SCC. (a) Collect state. (b) Release state.

Figure 4. Circuit comparison of MC2MC equalizers. (a) The equalizer based on HBLCC [23]. (b) The
proposed equalizer based on BRLCC.

To improve the balancing power and enable more MC2MC MC operation modes
to further accelerate the equalization, this paper proposes a novel bipolar-resonant LC
converter (BRLCC) to construct an enhanced MC2MC equalizer. Compared to the HBLCC,
the proposed BRLCC (see Figure 4b) introduces two extra bidirectional switches to form a
symmetric switch matrix, which allows its LC resonant tank to resonant in a bipolar way
and thus realize high/stable balancing power, good efficiency, and step-up conversion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the circuit topology, operation
principle, mathematical model, and mathematical analysis of the proposed equalizer are
introduced. Section 3 presents simulation comparison with typical equalizers. Section 4
introduces the experimental prototype, tests its balancing performance, and verifies its
high balancing speed over other equalizers. Section 5 presents a systematical discussion,
and Section 6 gives a conclusion.

2. Proposed Equalizer
2.1. Circuit Structure

The proposed BRLCC (see Figure 5) has a symmetric switch matrix, a LC resonant
tank, and a diode protection network. The symmetric switch matrix consists of 2N + 2
bidirectional switches (S0a–SNa are connected to BUSa, and S0b–SNb are connected to BUSb).
The resonant tank consists of an inductor L, a capacitor C, and the total parasitic resistance
RS. The diode protection network consists of four free-wheeling diodes D1–D4.

Figure 5. Circuit structure of the proposed BRLCC equalizer for N cells.
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The resonant tank collects energy from the consecutive strong cells (source group)
through the symmetric switch matrix, and then releases the energy to the consecutive weak
cells (target group). Driving signals with fixed switching frequency and duty cycle are
adopted to control the circuit due to its resonant nature, making a simple control possible.
All switches work with ZCS, which reduces the loss and EMI of the circuit and helps to
increase switching frequency and reduce circuit volume.

Different from the SCC or HBLCC equalizer shown in Figures 3 and 4a, the proposed
BRLCC equalizer has 4 switching states in a switching period and will go through a startup
process before it enters the steady-state. In the following subsections, we will introduce
the steady-state operation, prove how the equalizer enters the steady-state, present the
mathematical model, and finally illustrate how the proposed equalizer performs better
than the HBLCC equalizer.

2.2. Operation Principle

Figure 6 presents the switching states along with the steady-state’s current flow of
the proposed equalizer. For convenience, the battery pack is assumed to have 4 cells
with VB4 = VB3 = VB2 < VB1, which is arranged to illustrate the 1–3 mode equalization.
The voltage of target group and source group are VBS = VB1 and VBT = VB4 + VB3 + VB2,
respectively.

Figure 6. Switching states and steady-state’s current flow of the proposed equalizer at VB4 = VB3 = VB2 < VB1. (a) Positive
collect: state I. (b) Positive release: state II. (c) Negative collect: state III. (d) Negative release: state IV.

Figure 7 shows the equivalent input of LC resonant tank, and gives the steady-state’s
waveforms. As shown in Figure 7a, the proposed equalizer has a similar equivalent input
voltage Vin with the DC2C equalizer based on LC series resonant converter (LCSRC) in [28].
Two improvements should be acknowledged. First, the symmetrical switch matrix makes
it possible to set VBS and VBT as the total voltage of consecutive strong cells or weak cells,
which makes MC2MC equalization possible and greatly enhances the balancing speed.
Second, the abandon of bridge network reduces the number of MOSFETs in the resonant
loop from 8 to 4, which reduces the total parasite resistance RS and helps to achieve a
higher balancing efficiency.
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Figure 7. Theoretical waveforms of the proposed equalizer at VBT ≈ 3VBS. (a) Equivalent input Vin of the LC resonant tank.
(b) Steady-state’s waveforms including driving signals, inductor current iL, and capacitor voltage uC of the equalizer.

Figure 7b presents the steady-state’s waveforms, showing the inductor current iL
resonates and charges/discharges the capacitor voltage uC to different voltage values at
the end of each switching state. Detailed descriptions are as follows.

In state I [t0–t1]: the LC tank positively collects charges from VBS. Switches S1a and
S0b are turned on with ZCS at t = t0, and turned off with ZCS at t = t1. Since UC(0) is lower
than VBS, uC charges from UC(0) to UC(1), and the peak value of iL is IP(1).

In state II [t1–t2]: the LC tank positively releases charges to VBT. Switches S4a and S1b
are turned on with ZCS at t = t1, and turned off with ZCS at t = t2. Since UC(1) is higher
than VBT, uC discharges from UC(1) to UC(2), and the peak value of iL is IP(2).

In state III [t2–t3]: the LC tank negatively collects charges from VBS. Switches S1b
and S0a are turned on with ZCS at t = t2, and turned off with ZCS at t = t3. Since UC(2)
is negatively lower than −VBS, uC charges from UC(2) to UC(3), and the peak value of iL
is IP(3).

In state IV [t3–t4]: the LC tank negatively releases charges to VBT. Switches S4b and S1a
are turned on with ZCS at t = t3, and turned off with ZCS at t = t4. Since UC(3) is negatively
higher than −VBT, uC discharges from UC(3) to UC(4), and the peak value of iL is IP(4).

2.3. Mathematical Model

After knowing the operation principle, the question may be what the values of UC(0)
to UC(4) are, and why can we get them. To get the answer, we should first calculate the uC
and iL according to the following differential equation:{

L diL(t)
dt + iL(t)RS + uC(t) = Vin

iL(t) = C duC(t)
dt

, (1)

where L is the inductance, C is the capacitance, RS is the total parasitic resistance.
During every state [ti–ti+1] (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), the initial condition is that uC = uC(ti) and

iL = 0. If RS satisfies RS < 2
√

L/C, then the differential Equation (1) can be solved as:

uC(t) = Vin + (uC(ti)−Vin)× e−ρωn(t−ti) ×
(

cos
(

ωn

√
1− ρ2(t− ti)

)
+

ρ√
1− ρ2

sin
(

ωn

√
1− ρ2(t− ti)

))
, (2)

iL(t) =
(Vin − uC(ti))

Zr ×
√

1− ρ2
× e−ρωn(t−ti) × sin

(
ωn ×

√
1− ρ2 × (t− ti)

)
, (3)

where Zr =
√

L/C, ρ = Rs/2Zr ∈ (0, 1), ωn = 1/
√

LC.
Each state ends when iL reaches zero at t = ti+1, and the duration of the state is:

∆t = ti+1 − ti =
π

ωn ×
√

1− ρ2
≈ π
√

LC. (4)
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Then the terminal uC of each state can be calculated as:

uC(ti+1) = Vin + (Vin − uC(ti))× e
− ρπ√

1−ρ2
= Vin + λ× (Vin − uC(ti)), (5)

where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a factor negatively correlated with ρ and Rs, and positively correlated
with Zr:

λ = exp

(
− ρπ√

1− ρ2

)
= exp

(
− Rsπ√

4Z2
r − R2

s

)
∈ (0, 1). (6)

To calculate the specific value of UC(0) to UC(4), Vin in (4) can be substituted with
US, UT, −US, and −UT respectively for state I–IV to calculate UC(1) upon UC(0), calculate
UC(2) upon UC(1), calculate UC(3) upon UC(2), and calculate UC(4) upon UC(3):

UC(1) = VBS + λ(VBS −UC(0))
UC(2) = VBT + λ(VBT −UC(1))

UC(3) = −VBS + λ(−VBS −UC(2))
UC(4) = −VBT + λ(−VBT −UC(3))

. (7)

It also should be noticed that UC(0) = UC(4) in the steady-state, so the terminal
capacitor voltage and peak inductor current in each state can be calculated as:[

UC(0)
UC(1)

]
= −

[
UC(2)
UC(3)

]
=

[
λVBS −VBT
VBS + λVBT

]
× 1 + λ

1 + λ2 , (8)

[
IP(1)
IP(2)

]
= −

[
IP(3)
IP(4)

]
=

[
VBS −UC(0)
VBT −UC(1)

]
×

√
λ

Zr
√

1− ρ2
. (9)

To prove that the equalizer will converge to this steady-state after startup, we can
assume that uC(t0) 6= UC(0) at the beginning, and the initial voltage error is defined as:

∆V(t0) = uC(t0)−UC(0). (10)

Then, in the end of state I, the uC will change to uC(t1) according to (5):

uC(t1) = VBS + λ× (VBS −UC(0)− ∆V(t0)). (11)

While in the steady-state we have:

UC(1) = VBS + λ× (VBS −UC(0)). (12)

By putting (12) into (11), we can get:

uC(t1) = UC(1)− λ× ∆V(t0), (13)

which shows that the voltage error at t = t1 is reduced by multiplying λ ∈ (0, 1).
In the end of state II, III, and IV, we can similarly get:

uC(t2) = UC(2) + λ2 × ∆V(t0), (14)

uC(t3) = UC(3)− λ3 × ∆V(t0), (15)

uC(t4) = UC(4) + λ4 × ∆V(t0). (16)
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Formulas (13)–(16) reveal that the absolute value of voltage error decays exponen-
tially as:

|∆V(t)| = |∆V(t0)| × exp

− ρπ√
1− ρ2

× t− t0
π

ωn
√

1−ρ2

 = |∆V(t0)| × exp

(
− t− t0

2L
Rs

)
= |∆V(t0)| × exp

(
− t− t0

τ

)
. (17)

For example, when L = 10 µH and Rs = 0.2 Ω, the time constant will be τ = 0.0001 s,
which confirms that the equalizer will rapidly and automatically converge to the steady-
state shown in Figure 7b, and we will certainly get the needed UC(0)–UC(4) to realize
step-up conversion. This behavior is done by the bipolar resonant of the LC tank, and is
quite different from that of the SCC or HBLCC equalizer.

Overall, the proposed equalizer will discharge the source group in state I/III. Mean-
while, the capacitor will collect the charge and let uC rise from UC(0) to UC(1) or negatively
rise from UC(2) to UC(3). According to (8), it is obvious that UC(1) − UC(0) equals to UC(2)
− UC(3). According to (4), the total duration of a switching period is 4∆t, so the average
balancing power emitted by the source group can be calculated as:

PS = VBS ×
2C(UC(1)−UC(0))

4∆t
=

VBS
√

1− ρ2

2πZr
×
(
1− λ2)VBS + (1 + λ)2VBT

1 + λ2 . (18)

Similarly, the proposed equalizer will charge the target group in state II/IV. The
capacitor will release the charge and let uC fall from UC(1) to UC(2) or negatively fall from
UC(3) to UC(4). So, the balancing power received by the target group is:

PT = VBT ×
2C(UC(1)−UC(2))

4∆t
=

VBT
√

1− ρ2

2πZr
×

(1 + λ)2VBS −
(
1− λ2)VBT

1 + λ2 . (19)

The balancing efficiency can be calculated as:

ηBRLCC =
PT

PS
=

VBT

VBS
×
(
(1 + λ)VBS − (1− λ)VBT

(1− λ)VBS + (1 + λ)VBT

)
. (20)

As can be seen from (19) and (20), 1–3 mode equalization is realized and the energy
is transferred from the source group B1 to the target group B4 + B3 + B2. If we want the
energy to be transferred from B4 + B3 + B2 to B1, we just need to exchange the source group
and the target group. Furthermore, the source group and target group can both be any
consecutive battery cells. Therefore, all MC2MC operation modes are now supported by
the proposed BRLCC equalizer.

As can be seen from (20), the balancing efficiency is no longer as low as VBT/VBS
but is also related to λ, which is positively correlated with Zr and negatively correlated
with Rs. Figure 8 presents the balancing efficiency surface and power surface obtained
from (20) and (19) as a function of Zr and RS. It is assumed that VBS = 4 V and VBT = 3.9 V
because the 1–1 mode is the most basic operation mode among all MC2MC modes. It can
be observed that, RS should be as small as possible to achieve high efficiency or high power
because it consumes energy. After RS is determined at a small enough value such as 0.2 Ω,
a larger Zr will lead a higher efficiency (see Figure 8a), and a smaller Zr will lead to higher
balancing power (see Figure 8b). This allows us to adjust conversion efficiency and power
by setting different Zr. In this paper, we set Zr =

√
10 under the assumption of Rs = 0.2 Ω

to provide an efficiency of about 90% and power of about 1.5 W in 1–1 mode.
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Figure 8. The influence of Zr and Rs on balancing efficiency and power of the proposed equalizer at VBS = 4 V and VBT =
3.9 V. (a) Efficiency surface. (b) Power surface.

2.4. Comparative Analysis

For the MC2MC equalizer based on HBLCC in [23], when ignoring the switching loss,
the balancing efficiency and power are given as:

ηHBLCC =
VBT

VBS
, (21)

PHBLCC ≈ VBT ×
2(VBS −VBT)

π2 × RS
. (22)

Figure 9 compares the balancing efficiency and balancing power of the proposed
BRLCC equalizer and the HBLCC equalizer in various MC2MC operation modes. For
convenience, we assume VBS = 4 V, 8 V, 12 V and 16 V to illustrate the 1–X, 2–X, 3–X, 4–X
mode respectively, where X is the number of target cells. The curves are based on (19)–(22),
and are verified by simulation models built in PSIM (Power Simulation) 9.1.4.

Figure 9a compares the balancing efficiency. When the source group contains one cell
and VBS = 4 V, the proposed BRLCC equalizer can realize 1–1, 1–2, 1–3, and 1–4 operations
mode, while the HBLCC equalizer can only realize 1–1 operation mode. Moreover, the
efficiency of HBLCC drops rapidly when the voltage gap between VBT and VBS becomes
large. When VBS = 8 V, the HBLCC equalizer can realize two operations modes, but the
efficiency of 2–1 mode is as low as 50%. When VBS = 12 V, the HBLCC equalizer can realize
three operations modes, but the efficiencies of 3–1 and 3–2 mode are as low as 33% and 66%,
respectively. When VBS = 16 V, the HBLCC equalizer can realize four operations modes,
but the efficiencies of 4–1, 4–2, and 4–3 modes are low as 25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively.
In comparison, the proposed BRLCC equalizer can support all operation modes of MC2MC
equalization, and the efficiencies are maintained at a high level.

Figure 9b then compares the balancing power. When VBS = 4 V, the power of HBLCC
drops quickly to zero around VBT = 4 V, which means its balancing speed will be very slow
when the voltage gap is small. In comparison, BRLCC not only supports 1–1, 1–2, 1–3 and
1–4 modes, but also keep a relatively stable and high balancing power within each mode’s
voltage range. Similar phenomenon can also be observed at VBS = 8 V, 12 V and 16 V.
Considering Figure 9a,b together, it can be noticed that the HBLCC always have very low
balancing power when the efficiency is high, while the BRLCC can realize good balancing
power with balancing efficiency higher than 80%. Overall, the proposed BRLCC equalizer
can achieve higher and more stable balancing power than the HBLCC equalizer.
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Figure 9. Balancing efficiency and power comparison of the proposed BRLCC equalizer with HBLCC equalizer in different
operation modes. (a) Balancing efficiency. (b) Balancing power.
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3. Simulation Comparison with Conventional Equalizers

In this section, we use simulation to quantitatively compare the proposed MC2MC
equalizer based on BRLCC with three typical equalizers: the AC2C equalizer based on
quasi-resonant switched-capacitor converter (QRSSC) [24], the DC2C equalizer based on
LCSRC [28], and the MC2MC equalizer based on HBLCC [23].

Figure 10 presents these equalizers for eight cells. These simulation models are built
in PSIM 9.1.4, and they have the same circuit parameters of L = 10 µH, C = 1 µF. The
parasitic resistance of LC tank is set as 0.16 Ω, and each MOSFET is assumed to be ideal
with Rds(on) = 0.01 Ω. So the total RS of these equalizers are 0.18 Ω, 0.24 Ω, 0.2 Ω, and
0.2 Ω, respectively. Eight capacitors are used to simulate the batteries [3,24], and their
capacitances are set as 0.01 F to reduce the simulation time.

Figure 10. Circuit comparison of different equalizers for 8 cells. (a) AC2C equalizer based on QRSCC.
(b) DC2C equalizer based on LCSRC. (c) MC2MC equalizer based on HBLCC. (d) Proposed MC2MC
equalizer based on BRLCC.

Figure 11 presents the control flowcharts for these simulation models. The equalization
will stop after the maximum voltage difference of the cells (which equals to VBH − VBL)
is less than 0.01 V. Figure 11a shows the AC2C equalizer based on QRSCC is simple as
it realizes automatic equalization. Figure 11b shows the DC2C and MC2MC equalizers
have the same control flowchart, and the only difference is that when selecting the source
group and target group, the DC2C equalizer can only choose a single strongest/weakest
cell, while the MC2MC equalizers can select consecutive strong/weak cells. Moreover, as
analyzed in former section, the proposed BRLCC equalizer can achieve even more MC2MC
modes than the HBLCC equalizer because step-up conversion can be realized. To achieve
an acceptable balancing efficiency of over 85% in the simulation, the MC2MC equalizer
based on HBLCC is only enabled with 1–1, 2–2, 3–3 operation modes, while the proposed
MC2MC equalizer based on BRLCC is enabled with 1–1, 1–2, 1–3, 2–1, 2–2, 2–3, 3–1, 3–2,
3–3 operation modes.
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Figure 11. Control algorithms of the simulation models. (a) QRSCC equalizer. (b) The other three
equalizers.

Figure 12a,c,e,g present the simulation results for the equalizers with initial voltage
#1 of VB1 = 3.50 V, VB2 = 3.48 V, VB3 =3.46 V, VB4 = 3.44 V, VB5 = 3.42 V, VB6 = 3.40 V,
VB7 = 3.10 V, and VB8 = 3.00 V. This initial voltage distribution is arranged to simulate
the near-empty situation where B7 and B8 need urgent charge. In Figure 12a, the QRSCC
equalizer takes the longest time of 0.22481 s to realize equalization. This phenomenon is
caused by two reasons. First, its AC2C structure cannot transfer energy directly. Second, its
balancing power decreases rapidly at small voltage gap. In Figure 12c, the LCSRC equalizer
is much faster with a balancing time of 0.01796 s. It not only transfers the energy directly,
but also maintains almost stable balancing power in the whole equalization process. In
Figure 12e, the HBLCC equalizer realizes fast equalization at the beginning due to its
MC2MC topology. Its maximum voltage differences at 0.005 s and 0.01 s are 166 mV and
86 mV respectively, which is much smaller than the 297 mV and 182 mV of LCSRC equalizer.
However, its equalization time of 0.02978 s is not the shortest because its balancing power
decreases rapidly in the later stage of the balancing process. In Figure 12g, the proposed
BRLCC equalizer realizes fastest equalization within 0.00962 s. It inherits the fast speed
of MC2MC topology and maintains high balancing power during the whole balancing
process.

Figure 12b,d,f,h present the simulation results with initial voltage #2 of VB1 = 4.20 V,
VB2 = 3.82 V, VB3 = 3.80 V, VB4 = 4.00 V, VB5 = 3.76 V, VB6 = 3.74 V, VB7 = 3.72 V, and
VB8 = 3.70 V. This initial voltage distribution is arranged to simulate the near-full situation
where B1 and B4 need urgent discharge. In Figure 12b, the QRSCC equalizer takes the
longest time of 0.20976 s to realize equalization. In Figure 12d, the LCSRC equalizer is
still good and consumes 0.01264 s. In Figure 12f, the HBLCC equalizer degenerates into a
conventional DC2C equalizer since it is incapable of realizing step-up modes. Therefore, it
consumes a much longer time of 0.04989 s. In Figure 12h, the proposed equalizer takes the
shortest time of 0.00767 s, which is due to its support for more kinds of MC2MC operation
modes.

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. Voltage trajectories of different equalizers with initial voltages #1 and #2. (a,b) AC2C equalizer based on QRSCC.
(c,d) DC2C equalizer based on LCSRC. (e,f) MC2MC equalizer based on HBLCC. (g,h) Proposed MC2MC equalizer based
on BRLCC.

Table 1 compares the balancing time and total energy transfer efficiency in simulation.
In initial voltage #1, the balancing speed of the proposed equalizer is about 33 times of the
QRSCC equalizer, 2.6 times of the LCSRC equalizer, and 4 times of the HBLCC equalizer.
In initial voltage #2, the balancing speed of the proposed equalizer is about 27 times of the
QRSCC equalizer, 1.6 times of the LCSRC equalizer, and 6 times of the existing HBLCC
equalizer. The total energy transfer efficiencies of the proposed equalizer are 89.15% and
86.86%, which are similar to the LCSRC equalizer but slightly lower than the other two
equalizers. It should be noted that this slight decrease in efficiency is reasonable because
when the balancing current increases, the ohmic loss (I2

RMSRS) will increase faster than
the average balancing power (IaverageVBT). Considering that the increase in balancing
speed is much more significant than the decrease in balancing efficiency, such trade-off is
worthwhile.
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Table 1. Simulation comparison of different equalizers with initial voltages #1 and #2.

Equalizer
Initial Voltage #1 Initial Voltage #2

Time Efficiency Time Efficiency

AC2C based on QRSCC [24] 0.22481 s 93.36% 0.20976 s 94.39%
DC2C based on LCSRC [28] 0.01796 s 88.32% 0.01264 s 88.36%

MC2MC based on HBLCC [23] 0.02978 s 93.46% 0.04989 s 94.66%
Proposed MC2MC based on BRLCC 0.00681 s 89.15% 0.00767 s 86.86%

4. Experimental Results

Figure 13 shows the experimental prototype for 8 cells. The equalizer is composed of
two boards (see Figure 13a), and each board can be connected to 4 cells (see Figure 13b). A
DSP (TMS320F28335) controller is used to realize the MC2MC control, and it drives the
equalizer through the driver boards. Table 2 presents the parameters of the prototype. The
inductance/capacitance and equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the inductor and capacitor
are measured by a Tonghui TH2832 LCR meter with accuracy of 0.05%. The internal
resistances of the 18650 lithium-ion batteries are measured at about R0 ≈ 50 mΩ by a
YAOREA YR1035+ battery internal resistance analyzer with accuracy of 0.5%± 0.5 mΩ, and
will slightly change with the state of charge (SOC) of the battery [16]. The RDS(on) of each
IRF7351 MOSFET is less than 17.8 mΩ. So the total parasitic resistance can be approximated
as RS ≈ (72.92 + 13.77 +17.8 × 4 + 49.5) mΩ ≈ 207.39 mΩ ≈ 0.2 Ω. The prototype also
serves as a QRSCC equalizer or a HBLCC equalizer to produce the comparative data.

Figure 13. Experimental prototype of the proposed BRLCC equalizer. (a) Platform. (b) A single board.

Table 2. Parameters of the experimental prototype.

Components Value

Resonant tank
Inductor L = 9.53 µH, ESRL = 72.92 mΩ
Capacitor C = 1.04 µF, ESRC = 13.77 mΩ

Switch matrix nMOSFET IRF7351TRPBF (Infineon, Ltd., Munich, Germany), RDS(on) < 17.8 mΩ
Driver board MOSFET driver 1EDI20N12AFXUMA1 (Infineon, Ltd., Munich, Germany)

Protection network Diode MBRS3200T3G (ON Semiconductor, Ltd., Phoenix, AZ, USA)
Battery pack Lithium-ion battery ICR18650-22F (Samsung SDI Co., Ltd., Yongin, Korea), R0 ≈ 50 mΩ

Figure 14 shows the experimental waveforms along with the simulated waveforms
in different operation modes of the prototype. Figure 14a shows the inductor current
iL is almost sinusoidal in each switching state and drops to zero during switching the
states, which realizes ZCS and leads to a very clean current waveform without high
frequency oscillation. The black simulated waveforms are in good agreement with the
colored oscilloscope waveforms. The energy is transferred from the source group to the LC
resonant tank in state I and III, and then transferred to the target group in state II and IV.
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Figure 14. Experimental and simulated waveforms of the proposed BRLCC equalizer in different operation modes. (a) 1–1.
(b) 1–2. (c) 1–3. (d) 2–1. (e) 2–2. (f) 2–3. (g) 3–1. (h) 3–2. (i) 3–3.

Table 3 compares the measured data with theoretical values to prove the correctness
of mathematical analysis. The voltages are measured by a Neware CT4008 battery testing
system with accuracy of 2.5 mV for single cell, and VBS and VBT are sums of the battery
voltages. The currents IP(1) and IP(2) are measured by a CYBERTEK CP8030H current
probe with accuracy of 1%± 1 mA. In 1–1 mode, when VBS = 3.818 V and VBT = 3.929 V, the
balancing power is measured at about 1.43W with efficiency of 91.65%, which is close to the
theoretical value of 90.52%. In 1–3 mode, the measured power is almost tripled to 3.83 W
with an efficiency of 84.84%. In 3–1 mode, the measured power is 4.45 W with efficiency
of 88.80%, which is much higher than the 33% efficiency of the HBLCC equalizer. These
results prove that, the proposed equalizer can achieve step-up modes, and its balancing
efficiency is no longer inversely proportional to the voltage gain.

Table 3. Experimental data of the proposed equalizer in different operation modes.

Operation Mode VBS (V) VBT (V) IP(1) (A) IP(1) (A) PS (W)
PT (W) η (%)

Exp. Model Exp. Model Error

1–1 3.818 3.929 1.28 1.14 1.556 1.426 1.429 91.65 90.52 1.13
1–2 3.830 7.863 2.48 1.06 3.023 2.653 2.714 87.75 87.68 0.06
1–3 3.857 11.806 3.68 1.02 4.518 3.833 3.875 84.84 83.45 1.39

2–1 7.689 4.001 1.32 2.28 3.231 2.904 3.008 89.88 88.93 0.95
2–2 7.780 7.897 2.48 2.24 6.142 5.631 5.855 91.68 90.53 1.15
2–3 7.380 12.019 4.08 2.16 9.584 8.264 8.182 86.22 89.19 −2.97

3–1 11.576 4.064 1.36 3.44 5.011 4.450 4.639 88.80 86.08 2.72
3–2 11.090 8.099 2.86 3.42 10.096 8.817 8.687 87.33 90.24 −2.91
3–3 11.014 12.103 4.06 3.26 14.234 12.559 12.648 88.23 90.46 −2.22
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Figure 15 presents the equalization experiments for eight cells with initial voltage #1
and #2. The voltages curves are cyclical because the equalizers need to rest for 10 s after
balancing for 20 s [23]. In initial voltage #1, Figure 15a shows the LCSRC equalizer takes
about 87 min to realize equalization. Figure 15c shows the HBLCC equalizer is faster than
the LCSRC equalizer at the beginning but slows down when the voltage gaps become small.
Figure 15e shows the proposed equalizer realizes the fastest equalization within 47 min. In
initial voltage #2, similar phenomenon can be observed. And it should be noticed that in
Figure 15d, the HBLCC equalizer degenerates into a DC2C type and shows a much slower
balancing speed because it does not support the step-up modes as the proposed equalizer
does. Figure 15f shows that the proposed equalizer still realizes the fastest equalization
within 153 min. These experiments verify that the proposed BRLCC equalizer can save at
least 46% or 38% time compared with other equalizers.

Figure 15. Experimental voltage trajectories of different equalizers with initial voltage #1 and #2. (a,b) DC2C equalizer
based on LCSRC. (c,d) MC2MC equalizer based on HBLCC. (e,f) Proposed MC2MC equalizer based on BRLCC.
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5. Discussion

To systematically evaluate the proposed equalizer, Tables 4 and 5 compares it with
conventional equalizers in terms of topology, component, cost, balancing speed (P1),
balancing efficiency (P2), soft switching (P3), implementation complexity (P4), and the
reliability (P5). Table 4 presents the expressions of needed components for n cells/modules,
and Table 5 gives a comprehensive comparison under the assumption that the battery pack
has 96 series connected cells and is divided into 12 battery modules [23]. Each module-level
equalizer manages eight cells, and the pack-level equalizer manages twelve modules. We
can take the proposed equalizer as an example: each module-level BRLCC equalizer needs
4 × (8 + 1) = 36 MSs, and the pack-level BRLCC equalizer needs 4 × (12 + 1) = 52 MSs, so
the total number is 36 × 12 + 52 = 484. The component prices per unit is approximated
as: MS (MOSFET) ($0.2), DR (MOSFET Driver IC) ($0.8), L (Inductor) ($0.6), C (Capacitor)
($0.2), D (Diode) ($0.15) [33].

Table 4. Component comparison of equalizers for n cells/modules.

Equalizer Type
Component

MS DR L C D

QRSCC [24] AC2C 2n 2n n − 1 n − 1 0
TRSCC [25] AC2C 4(n − 1) 4(n − 1) n − 1 n − 1 0

CI [26] AC2C 4(n − 1) 4(n − 1) 2(n − 1) 0 0
LCSRC [28] DC2C 2n + 10 n + 5 1 1 4
HBLCC [23] MC2MC 4n 2n 1 1 4

Proposed MC2MC 4(n + 1) 2(n + 1) 1 1 4

MS (MOSFET); DR (MOSFET Driver IC); L (Inductor); C (Capacitor); D (Diode).

Table 5. Systematic comparison example for a 96 cells battery pack composed of 12 modules.

Equalizer Type
Component

Cost ($) P1 P2 P3 P4 P5
MS DR L C D

QRSCC [24] AC2C 216 216 95 95 0 292.0 + +++ ZCS ++++ ++++
TRSCC [25] AC2C 380 380 95 95 0 456.0 ++ ++ ZCS ++ +++

CI [26] AC2C 380 380 190 0 0 494.0 +++ ++ - +++ ++
LCSRC [28] DC2C 346 173 13 13 52 225.8 +++ +++ ZCS ++ +++
HBLCC [23] MC2MC 432 216 13 13 52 277.4 +++ +++ ZCS ++ +++

Proposed MC2MC 484 242 13 13 52 308.6 ++++ +++ ZCS ++ +++
Average - 373 268 70 38 26 342.3 - - - - -

P1 (Speed); P2 (Efficiency); P3 (Soft switching); P4 (Complexity); P5 (Reliability); + (Poor); ++ (Medium); +++ (Good); ++++ (Excellent); -
(Not applicable).

5.1. AC2C Equalizer

The AC2C resonant switched capacitor converter (RSCC) based method in [24] can
realizes automatic equalization with only a pair of complementary control signals, which
means an excellent reliability. It also works with ZCS and thus avoids the EMI, which
can be easily picked up by the long wires in the BMS and affects the stable operation of
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and serial peripheral interface (SPI) of the BMS front-end
ICs [41]. However, its balancing speed is strongly affected by the parasitic resistance RS,
the voltage gap of VBS − VBT according to (22), and the distance between the source cell to
the weak cell. Its balancing efficiency is determined as VBS/VBT according to (21), which
can be low if the voltage gap is large.

The AC2C three-resonant-state switched capacitor converter (TRSCC) based method
in [25] uses an additional resonant path to increase the balancing speed at small voltage
gap and improves the balancing efficiency at large voltage gap. However, during the extra
release state when the resonant LC tank is short-circuited, no energy is transmitted from
the source cell or to the target cell. In other words, the cells have to wait for the release state
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so that the average balancing current is reduced. Its total efficiency drops exponentially
when the source cell is far away from the target cell. Besides, automatic equalization cannot
be realized in this method, so the reliability is reduced.

The AC2C automatic buck-boost converter based method in [26] uses coupled inductor
(CI) to realize flux compensation, which greatly increases the current capabilities and
reduces the need of magnetic coil and filter capacitance. However, the balancing efficiency
will still be low if the energy has to be transferred through multiple cells. Unlike the RSCC
or TRSCC method, it needs a precise 0.5 duty cycle to realize automatic equalization and
has high frequency oscillation in current waveforms that may cause unexpected EMI and
reduce the overall reliability of the BMS.

5.2. DC2C Equalizer

The DC2C LC series resonant circuit (LCSRC) based method in [28] uses a LC resonant
tank, a cell access network and a bridge network to directly transfer the energy from the
source cell to the target cell. It overcomes the problem of low speed at small voltage gap in
RSCC, the low average balancing current of TRSCC, and the hard-switching problem of
buck-boost converter. It also has fewer DRs because the two MOSFETs in a bidirectional
switch can share a driver IC. However, there are 8 MOSFETs in the resonant loop, which
increases the parasite resistance Rs and reduces the balancing efficiency. It also requires
complex initializing circuit for the gate driver in the bridge network, and the reliability is
moderate.

5.3. MC2MC Equalizer

The MC2MC half bridge LC converter (HBLCC) based method in [23] introduces the
concept of MC2MC control, which can directly transfer the energy from consecutive strong
cells to consecutive weak cells and greatly accelerates the balancing speed in some voltage
distributions. However, as analyzed in this paper, the step-up operation modes cannot
be realized, and there is a dilemma between balancing efficiency and power as shown in
Figure 9.

The proposed bipolar-resonant LC converter (BRLCC) based equalizer uses a LC
resonant tank along with a symmetrical switch matrix to realize MC2MC control. It
not only solves the high Rs problem of the LCSRC equalizer, but also supports more
MC2MC operation modes than the HBLCC equalizer and guarantees a higher and more
stable balancing power without seriously sacrificing the balancing efficiency. Since ZCS
is maintained, its size and EMI can be reduced. Overall, as an extension of the works
in [23–25,28], the proposed equalizer offers excellent balancing speed and good efficiency
with moderate cost, control complexity and reliability.

6. Conclusions

In order to improve the active equalizers’ balancing speed and efficiency to face
new challenge brought by retired batteries, this paper proposes a novel BRLCC for the
MC2MC topology. The BRLCC uses the bipolar resonance of the LC resonant tank to
deliver energy and overcomes three main problems of existing SCC and HBLCC. The
circuit structure, operation principle, mathematical model and comparison are presented
to show the following enhancements on MC2MC topology.

(1) Step-up MC2MC operation modes like 1–2, 1–3, 2–3 modes are realized with good
efficiency.

(2) Step-down modes like 2–1, 3–1, 3–2 modes can have higher efficiency.
(3) Stable balancing power is guaranteed at small voltage gap.

The simulation comparisons show that, the balancing speed of the proposed BRLCC
equalizer is about 30 times of the QRSCC equalizer and 5 times of the HBLCC equalizer.
This huge improvement is achieved by only sacrificing about 5–8% of efficiency, and the
total efficiency is still maintained at a high level of over than 86%. Compared to the LCSRC
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equalizer, the BRLCC equalizer almost doubled the balancing speed without sacrificing the
efficiency. This is because the BRLCC has four less MOSFETs in the resonant loop.

An experimental prototype for 8 lithium-ion battery cells has also been tested at 9
kinds of operation modes with balancing powers from 1.426 W to 12.559 W and balancing
efficiencies from 84.84% to 91.68%. The experimental comparison verifies the feasibility and
fast speed of the proposed equalizer, showing it is much faster than the HBLCC equalizer,
and is about 60–80% faster than the LCSRC equalizer.

Systematical comparison with typical equalizers also shows that the BRLCC only need
moderate components, cost, and has moderate control complexity and reliability. It also
inherits the merits of ZCS and low EMI from the resonant converter.

Overall, this paper focus on improving the balancing speed without much sacrificing
the efficiency, and the proposed equalizer has achieved huge improvement in this aspect.
Therefore, it is suitable for equalizing batteries with serious inconsistency, such as the
retired batteries. If a very high reliability is required, the proposed equalizer can cooperate
with a reliable passive equalizer to ensure reliable operation. If higher efficiency is needed,
the equalizer also allows designer to smoothly adjust the balancing power and efficiency
by selecting different Zr in the circuit design.
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